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If you ally obsession such a referred Demar Gary Church Modern The Of Obsession Madness Days Last book that will provide
you worth, get the unquestionably best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you desire to droll books, lots of
novels, tale, jokes, and more ﬁctions collections are in addition to launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every books collections Demar Gary Church Modern The Of Obsession Madness Days Last that we
will categorically oﬀer. It is not something like the costs. Its very nearly what you infatuation currently. This Demar Gary Church
Modern The Of Obsession Madness Days Last, as one of the most committed sellers here will utterly be in the course of the best
options to review.
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Last Days Madness Obsession of the Modern Church American Vision Last Days Madness explains the most diﬃcult prophetic
passages clearly and concisely. Gary DeMar sheds the light on Daniel 7:1314; 9:24-27, Matthew 16:27-28, 2 Thessalonians 2; 2 Peter
3:3-13 and dozens more. He identiﬁes the Beast, the Antichrist, and the Man of Lawlessness, and clears the haze regarding
Armageddon, the rebuilding of the temple, the meaning of 666, and much more. This ground breaking book is guaranteed to make
you think and is your survival guide and spiritual compass to insure you escape the paralysis of last days madness. America's
Christian History American Vision "From the founding of the colonies to the declaration of the Supreme Court, America's heritage
is built upon the principles of the Christian religion. And yet the secularists are dismantling this foundation brick by brick, attempting
to deny the very core of our national life. Gary DeMar presents well-documented facts which will change your perspective about what
it means to be a Christian in America; the truth about America's Christian past as it relates to supreme court justices, and presidents;
the Christian character of colonial charters, state constitutions, and the US Constitution; the Christian foundation of colleges, the
Christian character of Washington, D.C.; the origin of Thanksgiving and so much more."--Publisher's description. And with All Your
Mind A Novel About Evangelical Theology iUniverse Its 1971, and Silas Baker is a high school senior in California, whose main
interests are basketball, and weekend parties. But his life takes a dramatic turn, when he encounters a group of committed Christians,
who soberly inform him that Jesus is coming soon! They enroll at Riverstent Bible College. Its an exciting time, as leading Bible
teachers have predicted that Jesus will return to Rapture his Church within one generation of the 1948 formation of the State of Israel.
Popular movies further inﬂame this passion, as the eager students study Apologetics and Biblical Archaeology; aberrant theologies
such as the Death-of-God movement; and even conﬂicting interpretations of the End Times. An activist spirit develops within
evangelicalism, culminating in the so-called Christian Right, as the evangelical world is rocked in the aftermath of the televangelist
scandals. Confronted by world views such as Calvinism and Christian Reconstruction, the characters passionately debate
controversies such as Biblical Inerrancy and the age of the cosmos, in addition to challenging evangelicals who deny traditional
doctrines such as that of endless punishment in Hell, or who promote an Open (yet limited) concept of God himself. As society
evolves, so does evangelicalism: seeker sensitive megachurches appear, while Postmodernism and the Emergent Church become
realities. Theologians wrestle with the question of divorce and remarriage, and the role of women in the church, as well as the divisive
issue of homosexuality. As they struggle with lifes realities, they ultimately must also respond to nonchristians who are alienated,
indiﬀerent, or engaged in active opposition to Christianity, while searching for the meaning of Christian faith in the modern world.
Whoever Controls the Schools Rules the World American Vision God and Government A Biblical, Historical, and
Constitutional Perspective The Army of God: the Church AuthorHouse There is no available information at this time. Why the
End of the World is Not in Your Future American Vision Is Jesus Coming Soon? American Vision Explanation of the preterist
view of prophecy. The End Times Controversy Harvest House Publishers The author of the Left Behind(series, teams up with a
noted prophecy expert to provide guidelines for interpreting Bible prophecy in a consistently accurate manner, equipping readers with
a concise understanding of what the Bible says about the future. The Apocalypse Code Find Out What the Bible REALLY Says
About the End Times... and Why It Matters Today Thomas Nelson Hank Hanegraaﬀ reveals the code to Revelation. Breaking
the code of the book of Revelation has become an international obsession. The result, according to Hank Hanegraaﬀ, has been
rampant misreading of Scripture, bad theology, and even bad politics and foreign policy. Hanegraaﬀ argues that the key to
understanding the last book of the Bible is the other sixty-ﬁve books of the Bible — not current events or recent history and certainly
not any complicated charts. The Apocalypse Code oﬀers sane answers to some very controversial questions: What does it mean to
take the book of Revelation (and the rest of the Bible) literally? Who are the “Antichrist” and the “Great Whore of Babylon,”and what
is the real meaning of “666”? How does our view of the end times change the way we think about the crisis in the Middle East? Are
two-thirds of all Jews really headed for an apocalyptic holocaust? The Apocalypse Code is a call to understand what the Bible really
says about the end times and why how we understand it matters so much in today’s world. “Provocative and passionate, this
fascinating book is a must-read for everyone who’s interested in end-times controversies.” — Lee Strobel, Author, The Case for the
RealJesus “This book is a withering and unrelenting critique of the positions of apocalyptic enthusiasts such as Tim LaHaye. Every fan
of theLeft Behindseries should read this book. The fog will clear, and common sense will return to our reading of the Bible.” — Gary M.
Burge, Professor of New Testament, Wheaton College and Graduate School Paradise Restored A Poem World Myth or History?
J.G. Cheock World myth deciphered and organized into a coherent story of our past. It is almost impossible to read world mythology
without noticing common threads and patterns that seem to paint a bigger picture. A story told by our ancient ancestors for future
generations to remember and learn. What if the eyewitnesses to past events were taken seriously? What if we listen to their stories
with unbiased ears, free of assumptions? What if their stories were backed up by scientiﬁc discoveries? What if the myths can explain
the mysteries? Jonathan Edwards's Interpretation of Revelation 4:1-8:1 University Press of America The Bible was at the
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center of Jonathan Edwards' intellectual and ministerial life. As an eighteenth century theologian-pastor, the Scriptures were the focus
of his work and the perspective through which he viewed his world. Edwards had a particular interest in the interpretation of the
Apocalypse, devoting a notebook to the collection of observations and thoughts from his reading and reﬂection. This book examines
Edwards' interpretation of Revelation 4-8 as seen in his working notebooks and theological treatises and sermons and then compares
his views with some of his major contemporary biblical interpreters. Edwards employs a typological hermeneutical method, arguing
that typology is the language God uses to communicate and this language can be learned both from explicit typology in Scripture as
well as from the biblical author's implicit use of types. In the application of this typological hermeneutics, Edwards not only interprets
all of Scripture Christologically, but also views the natural world and secular history as types of Christ. The 8 Great Debates of Bible
Prophecy Understanding the Ongoing Controversies Harvest House Publishers You’ve heard about the tribulation,
millennium, rapture, and antichrist, but you may wonder, what’s all the debating about? Do most Christians agree on the big issues?
And what about other topics—dispensationalism, interpretive views, timing of events…are they too complex for most folks to
understand? Not at all! In this concise and easy-to-read review, respected Bible teacher Ron Rhodes identiﬁes eight of the most
important end-times discussions. Avoiding complex arguments, he highlights the most important biblical passages, summarizes a few
of the most popular interpretations, and provides succinct conclusions. He demonstrates that the Bible’s end-times teaching is
intended to be a blessing for every believer. As you compare and contrast the various viewpoints, you’ll be able to enjoy constructive
conversations with other Christians and support your own informed convictions. You’ll also enrich your reading of the Scriptures and
see how passages ﬁt together in God’s great plan for the ages. Christian Zionism Road-map to Armageddon? Wipf and Stock
Publishers "I am glad to commend Stephen Sizer's groundbreaking critique of Christian Zionism. His comprehensive overview of its
roots, its theological basis, and its political consequences is very timely. I myself believe that Zionism, both political and Christian, is
incompatible with biblical faith. Stephen's book has helped to reinforce this conviction."--Rev. Dr. John Stott"I believe Stephen Sizer is
one of the most authoritative scholars in the world on the vital issue of Christian Zionism. He is a very important voice speaking out
against this destructive movement that is killing us [Palestinians] through its theology." --Canon Naim Ateek"Stephen Sizer's Christian
Zionism: Road Map to Armageddon? is essential reading for any Western evangelical trying to understand the religious dimensions of
American support for Israel. Sizer writes as an insider within the church, not as a critic watching from afar. And he shows with exacting
clarity how evangelical eschatology has now embedded itself in a modern political ideology. One quick read of this book will change
anyone's perspective on the Middle East permanently." --Professor Gary M. Burge"Congratulations on Christian Zionism. The index
alone makes my mouth water, since this is the scholarly treatment to counteract the rabid prophecy pack for which I had been
searching. I couldn't be happier that this is published. You and I see eye to eye on this issue. . . . Yours is a true prophetic voice so
badly needed in the current prophecy frenzy. And when this mania also aﬀects national and international policy, the danger takes on
larger proportions."--Professor Paul Maier"Stephen Sizer's work on Christian Zionism is the most important and comprehensive on the
subject to date and should be read by all students of the Middle East and by Christians concerned about a just resolution to the
Palestinian-Israeli conﬂict. Christian Zionism raises vital theological and political challenges that must be addressed head-on by
Christians in the West, particularly evangelicals. The impact of this terribly misguided movement is increasingly putting Christians in
the Middle East at risk, and it seems a far cry from the witness and message of Jesus Christ."--Dr Donald Wagner"This study of
Christian Zionism, based on Stephen Sizer's doctoral thesis, is of seminal signiﬁcance. It provides a fascinating survey of the history of
Christian Zionism and an in-depth analysis of the theology of this highly important and inﬂuential movement."--Rabbi Professor Dan
Cohn-Sherbok The Case for Zionism Why Christians Should Support Israel New Leaf Publishing Group The modern state of
Israel has been a nation for almost 70 years. When she was formed and fought her early wars of existence, most Bible-believing
Christians believed there was a real connection with what was going on in the Middle East and Bible prophecy that predicts an endtime return of the Jews to their land. While support for Israel remains high in most evangelical communities, we are seeing the
beginning of a decline, especially among younger evangelicals, who question whether modern Israel really relates to end-time Bible
prophecy. The Case for Zionism attempts to bring together biblical, historical, and legal arguments for the legitimacy of the startup
nation known as Israel as it: Explains controversies such as antisemitism and Replacement TheologyDetails the biblical and legal
rights of Modern IsraelExplores the prophetic nature and future of Israel. In this presentation, Thomas Ice answers many of the
contemporary arguments being used by both secular and religious communities to undermine what he believes is the hand of God at
work in our own day. Heaven Is Not My Home Lulu.com Heaven is Not My Home by David James Burge Rushing Ahead to
Armageddon Xulon Press The world seems to be on the brink as tensions in the Middle East are escalating daily. Russia is
strengthening its ties with China, North Korea, Syria and Iran arming them with sophisticated military weaponry. Russia is building up
its armed forces, returning to Cold War military tactics, including reopening ports used by the former Soviet Union. Tensions between
Israel and Iran have never been higher with each nation poised to strike against the other in a moment's notice. Iran's nuclear
ambition is well documented and is becoming a menace on the International stage. With Israel's very existence at stake, a preemptive
strike against Iran's Russian built nuclear facilities is not out of the realm of possibility. A preemptive strike by Israel could provoke a
retaliatory response by Russia and her allies. It seems that in a moment's notice the events described in Ezekiel 38 & 39 could break
out right before our eyes...or is it? For many years, contemporary prophecy writers have been telling us that we are living in the last
days and the Gog and Magog alliance is one sure sign that the Rapture and the Second Coming of Christ are near. However, there is
strong biblical evidence that the candidate often identiﬁed as Gog, Russia, may not in fact be the candidate that Ezekiel was referring
too. Using the Bible as a guide, we can ﬁgure out who this obscure person is instead of using today's newspapers. With a long history
of well documented failed predictions by contemporary prophecy writers, maybe it's time that we begin to reevaluate today's popular
interpretation of Ezekiel 38 & 39 in light of the Bible. Author's Bio: Christopher Jones is the church administrator for Faith Community
Worship Center located in the San Francisco Bay Area where he also preaches part-time. The Islamic Antichrist The Shocking
Truth about the Real Nature of the Beast WND Books "In 'The Islamic Antichrist', Richardson exposes Western readers to the
traditions of Islam and predicts that the end times may not be far away. His book will stun readers unaware of the similarities between
the Antichrisst and the "Islamic Jesus." His research on the relationship between Christian end-time prophecy and Islamic expectations
of world domination will shock readers and shape the debate over radical Islam for years to come. This is the book to read to
understand Islam's potential role in fulﬁlling the prophecies of the Bible" --Cover, p. 2. Has God Spoken? Proof of the Bible?s
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Divine Inspiration Thomas Nelson Are Christians Guilty of Blind Faith, or Is The Bible Really God's Inspired Word? Can You Ever
Know For Sure? Join best-selling author Hank Hanegraaﬀ for a stirring defense of the Bible as the Word of God and your only reliable
foundation for life. In answering the riveting question, “Has God spoken?”, Hanegraaﬀ uses manuscript evidence, archeology,
predictive prophecy, and much more to memorably demonstrate that the Bible is divine rather than merely human in origin.
Hanegraaﬀ demolishes modern objections to Scripture, such as: There are more mistakes in manuscript copies of the Bible than there
are words in the New Testament. The biblical account of King David is no more factual than tales of King Arthur—there simply is no
evidence in archeology or history for Israel’s quintessential king. Contemporary prophets are proven 100 percent wrong, 100 percent
of the time, and biblical prophets are just as unreliable. Has God Spoken? joins its predecessors—The Face That Demonstrates the
Farce of Evolution and Resurrection—as Hanegraaﬀ’s ﬁnal book in a trilogy that provides complete and compelling answers to the
most critical issues facing Christians today. THE BEST OF THE KAMBULOW walter kambulow As for God, His way is perfect; The
word of the LORD is proven; He is a shield to all who trust in Him. For who is God, except the LORD? And who is a rock, except our
God? It is God who arms me with strength, And makes my way perfect. He makes my feet like the feet of deer, And sets me on my
high places. He teaches my hands to make war, So that my arms can bend a bow of bronze. You have also given me the shield of Your
salvation; Your right hand has held me up, Your gentleness has made me great. Psalm 18:30-35 The book is the compilation of what
we consider to be some of the best chapters in the many diﬀerent books that we wrote. All Power to the Lamb Xulon Press Book
SummaryIf you were God, writing a book you wanted men to understand, would you write it in such a way that men would have to
make up meaning in order to understand it, or would you write it in such a way that those that seek to understand could actually
come to a knowledge of its truth (Mt 7:7)? The present commentary takes the position that God wrote Revelation in such a way that
with suﬃcient eﬀort and intellectual honesty, readers can understand it. Certainly there are symbols in Revelation, but when God
does use symbols, He provides inspired interpretations of the symbols. This commentary seeks to avoid the mistakes of the views that
use the symbolical approach to Revelation (preterist, continuous historical, spiritualist, and idealist). These approaches suﬀer from two
basic ﬂaws: assuming the text is symbolical when it is not and making up meaning regarding the text based on stream of
consciousness word association, much as one would do looking at Rorschach inkblots. This commentary seeks to avoid telling God
what He should have said and strives to understand what God actually meant.Of all the approaches to understanding Revelation, this
commentary is most closely aligned with the dispensationalist (premillennialist) view in that it views Revelation from a literalist,
futurist perspective. It is diﬀerent from the typical dispensationalist schema in that it views the seven seals as the powers of the
Lamb, understands the exercise of the powers of the seven seals to be simultaneous processes, and casts chapters 8-22 as three
parallel prophecies of the Lamb's power over the course of the histories of Israel, the nations, and the saints. This commentary also
makes use of many of the non-canonical works that provide insight into the spirit world and detail regarding the end of the present
age. Craft Brewed Jesus How History We Never Knew Taps a Spirituality We Really Need Wipf and Stock Publishers What
if the modern American church has its Christian history wrong? According to ex-evangelical Michael Camp, most American believers
fail Christian History 101. Drawing on his own historical research and missionary experience, he discovers that most popular Christian
views of the Bible, church, sin, salvation, judgment, the kingdom of God, the "end times," and the afterlife--pretty much all religious
sacred cows--don't align with the beliefs of the original Jesus movement. Some of them not even close. Camp's Craft Brewed Jesus
paves a fascinating journey of a group of disillusioned evangelicals and Catholics. When they decide to meet regularly over craft beers
to study the historic foundations of their faith, their ﬁndings both rock their world and resolve ancient mysteries. They examine welldocumented narratives of the early Jesus saga, Eastern streams of a lost Christianity, and the roots of our modern religious
assumptions, all while striving to steer clear of either a conservative or liberal bias. What they uncover is a vital, refreshing spiritual
paradigm no longer at odds with reality. Grab your brew of choice and trace this transformational journey based on a true story that
will encourage you in your walk of life and faith. Eschatology and Ecology Experiences of the Korean Church OCMS This book
raises the question of why Korean people, and Korean Protestant Christians in particular, pay so little attention (in theory or practice)
to ecological issues. The author argues that there is an important connection (or elective aﬃnity) between this lack of attention and
the other-worldly eschatology that is so dominant within Korean Protestant Christianity. Dispensational premillennialism, originally
imported by American missionaries, resonated with traditional religious beliefs in Korea and soon came to dominate much of Korean
Protestantism. This book argues that this, of all forms of millennialism, is the most damaging to ecological concerns. It also suggests
how Korean churches may eﬀectively respond to the ecological challenge. Thinking Straight in a Crooked World A Christian
Defense Manual The nursery rhyme "There was a Crooked Man" is an appropriate description of how sin aﬀects us and our world.
We live in a crooked world of ideas evaluated by crooked people. Left to our crooked nature, we can never fully understand what God
has planned for us and His world. God has not left us without a corrective solution. He has given us a reliable reference point -- the
Bible -- so we can identify the crookedness and straighten it. Gary DeMar shows the power of biblical thinking and the desperate need
of it in the church. He deﬁnes what a biblical worldview is and demonstrates how to acquire and practice it. - Publisher. Will Catholics
Be Left Behind A Catholic Critique of the Rapture and Today's Prophecy Preachers Ignatius Press This powerful and timely
book, written by a former Fundamentalist, is a thorough critique of the popular Fundamentalist notion of the “Rapture”the belief that
Christians will be removed from earth prior to a time of Tribulation and the Second Coming. It examines the theological, historical, and
Biblical basis for “premillennial dispensationalism”, the belief system based around the Rapture, and popularized in the best-selling
Left Behind books and taught by “Bible prophecy” writers Tim LaHaye, Hal Lindsey, Jack Van Impe, and many others. Written for both
the lay person and the serious student, this book combines an engaging, popular approach with detailed footnotes and exhaustive
research. Beginning with the big picture, it focuses ﬁrst on key concepts such as eschatology, the Parousia, and the relationship
between the Kingdom and the Church. It then examines the Book of Revelation, providing insights into the nature and purpose of that
diﬃcult, ﬁnal book of the Bible. Another chapter looks at the concept of the “millennium” and how it has been understood by various
Christians over the centuries. Olson then shows how Left Behind creator LaHaye’s many works on “Bible prophecy” are ﬁlled with
attacks on Catholicism, and often rely on sensationalism, shaky scholarship, and subjective interpretations of Scripture Olson, a
former dispensationalist who now edits Envoy magazine, also presents a history of apocalyptic belief and theology, beginning with the
Early Church Fathers and including the Montanists, St. Augustine, Joachim of Fiore, the Protestant Reformers, and the American
Puritans. He shows how John Nelson Darby, an ex-Anglican priest, developed the premillennial dispensationalist system, which hinges
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on the Rapture, in the 1830s and how Darby relied upon faulty assumptions about Jesus Christ, the Church, and the Bible. The second
part of the book, “A Catholic Critique of Dispensationalism,” focuses on three important topics: the relationship between Israel, the
Church, and the Kingdom; the interpretation of Scripture; and the nature of the Rapture event. Filled with a wealth of information
drawn from both Protestant and Catholic sources, this section provides a complete rebuttal to the premillennial dispensationalist
system and the “left behind” theology. The book concludes with a reﬂection on the Catholic understanding of the end times, salvation
history, and the ﬁnal judgement. Glossaries of key persons and terms are also included. A strong, but fair, critique of a dangerous and
popular belief, Will Catholics Be “Left Behind”? provides Catholics and Protestants, lay people and clergy, and students and scholars
with important answers and information about the roots and meaning of the “Rapture”. Answers to Common Questions about the
End Times Kregel Publications Introducing a new series of quick reference guides that answer the most-asked questions about the
Christian faith End Times Fiction A Biblical Consideration of the Left Behind Theology Thomas Nelson Inc Tim LaHaye
contends that his bestselling Left Behind series (with Jerry Jenkins) is "the ﬁrst ﬁctional portrayal of prophetic events that are true to
the literal interpretation of Bible prophecy." Gary DeMar takes issue with this bold claim, contending that the theological premise the
series is based upon is only one interpretation of the book of Revelation. DeMar examines the series in four distinct sections: The Left
Behind Sensation; Putting Tim LaHaye's Literalism to the Test; the Theology Behind Left Behind; and What Does it Mean and What
Does it Matter? Readers will learn to develop a simple method of Bible interpretation and to assess the impact of Left Behind on the
future of the church and our society. Victorious Eschatology A Partial Preterist View Worldcast Ministries & Publishing A
biblically-based, optimistic view of the future. Along with a historical perspective, this book oﬀers a clear understanding of Matthew
24, the Book of Revelation, and other key passages about the events to precede the return of Jesus Christ. Satan is not going to take
over this world. Jesus Christ is Lord and He will reign until every enemy is put under His feet! The Last Days Are Left Behind
Refuting End-time Fallacies Wheatmark, Inc. Have you been wondering as a Christian, or non-Christian, what many think -- and
expect -- will happen in the "last days" or "end times" with all the talk and focus in the headlines -- and some churches -- about our
future? And with all the events taking place in the Middle East, especially Israel? And Iran? Are you confused because of various endtime scenarios and conﬂicting opinions promoted through popular books on prophecy, the Left Behind series, televangelists,
preachers, and others speaking of a great tribulation, rapture, Armageddon, Apocalypse, the destruction of the earth, a new heaven
and earth, a second coming, and a millennium? There has been an overload of teaching and information about these things over the
last century -- however sincere and cloaked in good intentions -- yet with long-held and deep-seated traditions and doctrines, all borne
of a lack of accurate knowledge (particularly the Hebrew and Greek) and information based on compelling evidence. Would you like to
know what the Bible actually says about all these issues? For God's Word itself -- "Let Scripture Interpret Scripture" -- and the Holy
Spirit are the only necessary interpreters. The Last Days Are Left Behind will challenge your thinking, help to erase the confusion, and
provide clarity regarding the present-day purpose of God. Author James Ellis demonstrates end-time truth based logically on solid
evidence after a linguistically accurate, biblically consistent, and intellectually honest examination of the Bible's prophetic passages
and verses, the original languages -- Hebrew and Greek, the social, cultural, and historical context of Scripture, and the relevance of
the audience spoken or written to in God's Word. The Last Days of Dispensationalism A Scholarly Critique of Popular
Misconceptions Wipf and Stock Publishers How we understand God's future purposes for the world must shape, to a signiﬁcant
degree, how Christians live life in the present. The decades since the publication of Hal Lindsey's, The Late Great Planet Earth, have
seen a great deal of "end-times" speculation. Signs of the end-time apocalypse occurring soon have been heralded across our radios,
televisions, the internet, and through written forms of media, urging people to either be ready for the rapture or be left behind to
endure the horriﬁc suﬀering of the tribulation as God's end-time program unfolds. Is this really what the Bible teaches about the
purposes of the God of whom our Bible declares "so loved the world" that he gave his only son in order that all things be reconciled.
The Last Days of Dispensationalism carefully examines this popular understanding known to us as dispensationalism and urges us to
think again and to see within the Bible's grand salvation narrative and in the person of Jesus Christ a better message of redemptive
hope for the future and a greater sense of meaning and purpose for the present. The Eﬀective, Fervent Prayer Walter Kambulow
The Mantra of Jabez Break on Through to the Other Side Canon Press & Book Service Bruce Wilkinson's best-selling book,
'The Prayer of Jabez, ' is so popular with Evangelicals it just had to be bad. Wilkinson told us to be "gimpers" for God; Jones shows us
how to be kippers for God. In this parody the conservative Christian author allows humor to reveal the more ridiculous assumptions
driving the original book. Each chapter of the original is turned inside out so that we can really see what's being said. Though the
parody is rather ruthless in its humor, it is not hopelessly cynical just for the sake of mockery. It points to a more constructive vision, a
vision of Christianity's inherent riches of truth, beauty, and goodness that the original Jabez book passively trivializes. Get this parody
for the laughs; get it for something greater. Who Heals You Walter Kambulow Left Behind: Separating Fact from Fiction
American Vision The Beast WestBow Press The identity of the Beast rising out of the sea in Revelation 13 is a hotly debated
topic. Some believe the Beast has come already, while others believe that he is alive today, waiting to take his position of power. One
of the key passages cited by all groups is in Revelation 13:1-8, 18. Yet the imagery of the book of Revelation has opened it to
misinterpretation by modern-day interpreters who are unfamiliar with the apocalyptic literary genre. Jonathan Leonard explains the
meaning of the Beast of Revelation 13:1-8, 18 in its ﬁrst century context and its relevance to members of the early church. The
imagery of the Beast of Revelation is not seen as instilling fear into the hearts of believers concerning the future, but serves as a
stinging critique of imperial power, idolatry, and oppression. When properly viewed in its original context, the unveiling of the Beast
can transcend the ﬁrst century and serve to strengthen the testimony of the church of Jesus Christ in the present day. YESHUA, THE
CRUCIFIED SERPENT How Yahweh Saved Mankind Xlibris Corporation It was the atheist, Jean Paul Sartre, who once said that,
"Hell is other people." Rowland Stenrud's Yeshua, the Cruciﬁed Serpent is about how mankind's savior, Jesus of Nazareth, has saved
men and women from this hell by making it possible, and indeed inevitable, for human beings to love one another and their CreatorFather, Yahweh God. This book is about the concept and practice of human and divine love. The words of Paul in 1 Corinthians
13:1-13, the Bible as a whole, and the reader's life experience will help in deﬁning this. The author reviews what he knows about the
concept and its related precepts and brings them to bear in this book. God himself is love, which should tell us how mysterious a thing
love is. To acquire this ability to love, one must suﬀer in union with the suﬀering Christ. Salvation, pure and simple, is God delivering
each one from the inability to love other human beings and the Creator Himself. The obstacle to this perfect love is the serpent of
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human wisdom and pride that existed even in Jesus. In his loving obedience to the Father, Jesus nailed this serpent to the cross.
Yeshua, the Cruciﬁed Serpent attempts to show that the question of evil and suﬀering in the world is answered by Yahweh's eventual
success in saving all of mankind. The majority of Christians believe in a number of key doctrines that the biblical authors do not
unequivocally teach. A few verses may support these unbiblical doctrines but a greater number of verses, whose meaning is clearer,
contradict the standard interpretation of these few verses. Other doctrines that Christians mistakenly believe in ﬁnd support in this or
that section of the Bible but are denied by the general thrust of the Bible as a whole. These unbiblical doctrines followed by the
correct biblical teaching are: 1. Sometime in the distant past a large number of God's angels rebelled against Him becoming what are
called devils or demons whose leader is known as Satan or Lucifer. The Bible teaches that the only agent of evil in the universe is
man's heart. 2. Adam and Eve possessed the perfection of Jesus Christ before they sinned. If they had not sinned they would not have
needed to be healed of any weakness. The Bible teaches that Adam and Eve could not have had eternal life even before they sinned
without the work of Jesus of Nazareth. 3. Faith is an act of the free will of man. The Bible teaches that faith does involve man putting
his trust in God's promises and revelation, but it is primarily a power given to man by God in order to enable him to see spiritual truth
the natural man cannot see. Without this gift of the Holy Spirit, no human being can know God and be saved. 4. Ultimately speaking,
we are saved by our faith. On the contrary, it is through Jesus's faith in and love for the Father that is the instrument of our salvation.
5. Jesus saved us by paying the penalty due our sins and therefore saving us from the just wrath of God. This is false. No one had to
pay any penalty for God to forgive the sins of the human race. God relates to sinners on the basis of mercy and mercy is not mercy if
the penalty for sin is paid. By going to the cross, Jesus healed our brokenness which forgiveness alone could not accomplish. 6. Satan
and the sins of men are ultimately responsible for human suﬀering. False. God is ultimately responsible for human suﬀering as it is a
necessary part of God's work of saving human beings. God Himself shares in all of our suﬀering: physical, emotional and spiritual even
though He does not have a body or nervous system. 7. Salvation is about our eternal destiny. This is not correct. Salvation is about
being saved from the idolatries, addictions, corruption, hatreds, evil deeds that aﬄict the unsav The Handwriting on the Wall A
Commentary on the Book of Daniel American Vision Publisher's description: Jordan unravels the imagery of God's prophecies
revealed in Daniel, events that were dawning in Daniel's lifetime. Daniel in the Preterists' Den A Critical Look at Preterist
Interpretations of Daniel Wipf and Stock Publishers In recent years, there has been rise in popularity and visibility of the debate
about the last things. Preterists and Futurists have published books, articles, and even movies promoting their respective views. This
debate has elevated the interest of the Christian public in eschatological issues. Along with the increased interest in eschatology,
there has been a rise in popularity of the Preterist view, which holds that most or all of the prophecies about ChristÕs coming have
already been fulﬁlledÑthat the Òsecond comingÓ took place in 70 AD. Most of the discussion from those who espouse the Preterist
view, however, revolves around certain passages in the New Testament, and their treatment of Old Testament passages is sporadic
and selective. The importance of the book of Daniel in these discussions cannot be overstated. However, most commentaries on
Daniel from a Futurist perspective have not dealt with the PreteristsÕ interpretations of the key prophetic passages. There simply is
no detailed commentary on the book of Daniel that addresses the Presterist interpretations of this important book. This book is a
commentary on the entire book of Daniel from a Futurist perspective that speciﬁcally addresses the Preterist interpretations of the key
prophetic passages. This is not a book that selects passages out of the context of the book and attempts to explain their prophetic
signiﬁcance. Rather, this is a commentary on the entire book of Daniel that places these critical prophetic passages in their literary
and historical context, and then deals with the various interpretations of these passages as they ﬁt into the context of the book as a
whole. Bible Matrix II: The Covenant Key WestBow Press Do you ever wish someone could explain the Old and New Covenants in
ﬁve easy steps? Behind every one of God’s covenants with man is a ﬁve-fold legal treaty. God introduces Himself and deﬁnes the
relationship, the methods, the possible outcomes, and the future. But God’s covenants aren’t just legal treaties; they’re personal.
Covenant is God’s method of maturing man. Every covenant is a grand quest for the bittersweet wine of God’s kingdom, but that cup
is only for faithful servants, men who are willing to be broken ﬁrst, like bread. This simple ﬁve-fold pattern ﬁnds its origin deep in the
heart of the Trinity. It not only shapes the speeches of God, but it’s also the structure behind every story in the Bible. The Covenant
Key unlocks every door.
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